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 From the evaluations the Retreat experience was very positive and the highlight 
was the fraternity felt and celebrated and the joy of having everybody together again after 
two years. A sincere thank you to one and all for your presence and to all who  
contributed in so many different ways that made it such a joyous occasion.  
 
 Our next gathering will be for our ‘On-going Formation Workshop from the 
27th to the 30th of September 2021, please save the date. 
 
 I would like to dedicate this issue of ‘Council Corner’ to share a few thoughts on 
what a ‘vibrant’ SVD parish might look like. The up-coming workshop will be on this 
theme and any contributions you can make would be most welcome . It is hugely  
important for us since 90% of our confreres are in direct Parish Ministry here in the USS.  
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Signs of a vibrant SVD parish 
  

Parish Life 
 

 Stand on the platform of an incoming subway train and 
you can feel the train get closer. Stop alongside a car with a 
blaring stereo and your car shakes with the sound. Vibrations 
indicate movement. Vibrations that beat and pulsate imply a 
pulse, and a pulse means life. 

 What makes a vibrant SVD parish, one with vitality and a 
healthy life people recognize? A vibrant SVD parish is alive 
with a pulse that is felt and seen from within by its members 
and externally by those who know it by its works, ministries 
and reputation. 

 The following are some signs of a vibrant SVD parish 

     All Inclusive & hospitable:                  Parish doors swing wide open to convey a 
hospitable spirit literally and figuratively. The 
stranger becomes a guest. People linger and  
engage with one another. Those with different 
needs are accommodated. Parishes can invite 
new people to join a welcome meal; also,  
welcome new ideas and fresh ways of doing old 
business. Welcoming that kind of input makes 
any place fresh and alive with new energy. 

 
Openness to Diversity:  

 Our parishes all inclusive; not in uniformity rather in diversity, open to all that is 
different from what is familiar to us. We celebrate and foster intercultural communities; 
different ethnic identities, languages, cultures and social-economic backgrounds.   
Difference is beautiful, it is to be welcomed and embraced since it invites us out of our 
comfort zone, it is a mutual invitation to grow, to discover to broaden our horizons with 
respect and solidarity.  

Liturgy inspires active participation & offers an experience of God.  

 Good & creative liturgy;  ministers who are well formed in their roles invite all  
community members to celebrate together. Music responsive to the liturgical seasons as 
well as the cultures and languages that make up different assemblies moves the hearts 
and spirits of those who play, listen and sing. Meetings and encounters begin with the 
‘Quarter of Hour Prayer’. Preaching connected to the lives of the community touches 
hearts and sends all forth nourished and challenged. Homilists who take the time to 
break open the Word during the week are well prepared to preach and pray with power.  

 



Mission Awareness:  
          Parishioners recognize their parish mission. Parishioners know who they are and 
who they are called to be. They have seen their mission statement in writing or posted on 
their bulletin but they have also seen it in action and know their parish’s connection to 
the broader Gospel mission. Their mission inspires and empowers them to be fully alive 
and awake in the world as a member of a body that has a purpose. Vibrant parishes make 
sure everyone knows what the SVD mission is about, they see it in action. A parishioner 
remarks, “In all the years I have been coming here I have never heard as much about 
our mission as I have these last few months.” He recognized and appreciated it. 

                        Leadership:  
             Collegial leadership is practiced. Parishes 
   that offer opportunities and responsibilities for 
   many to take ownership of the mission create an 
   enthusiastic and mutual spirit. Instead of  
   Clericalism we work as teams with our lay 
   partners. Leaders listen to parishioners’  
   concerns, communicate consistently, and engage  
   members by challenging, inviting and welcoming 
   their involvement in the community’s life.  
   Parishes that work at this do not have the 
  “same old people” doing all the work. 

Formation:  
            Faith is nurtured Whether it is education programs, seasonal missions, youth  
activities, prison ministry, programs for persons in various ages or walks of life (the list is 
endless), formation is an active and vital part of every facet of the parish. Opportunities to 
nurture the spiritual dimension and deepen the sense of being called to love as disciples 
are constantly cultivated.  

Biblical Mission Communities:  
 

 

  A vibrant SVD parish is grounded and inspired by listening and sharing the WORD 
of GOD. I have never worked in a parish without fostering ‘Mission Communities’ (In the 
old days known as Base Christian Communities). These small domestic communities 
meet every week in their village around the WORD OF GOD; they are the wellspring of 
any parish. Based on the Lectio Divina they are the main source of outreach to the poor, 
the unchurched, lapsed Catholics and are a huge means of inspiration bringing people to 
the sacraments and watching people share and fall in love with the WORD of GOD.  

  

 



 

     J&P: There is a plan for a sustainable and responsible future 

 Members actively engage one another and envision their 
role and collective responsibility for their future. Stewardship for 
one’s  personal assets, church facilities and global and  
environmental resources is integrated into parish systems,  
programs and structures. People who find themselves in need, 
lost, marginalized, vulnerable or sick are fed, clothed, nourished 
and welcomed. Members who are absent or separated from the 
community, perhaps by illness, college, covid-19, military duty or  
imprisonment, are still connected to the body and given loving  
attention.  

 Parishes have found unique and unmistakable ways to  
respond. Churches grapple with multiple issues:  
homelessness, neglected neighborhoods, environmental  
irresponsibility, poverty, unemployment. The list of concerns is 
extensive, but vibrant parishes reach out and serve as disciples. 

COMMUNITY: Communal life abounds 

 Vibrant SVD parishes gather people for study, outreach, formation, and fun. These  
moments are integral to enabling members to connect and respond to one another’s needs. The 
time for care by a loving community happens every day; death, illness, family crises and life’s 
difficulties come to all. Pastoral care helps parishioners respond because relationships have 
been built and nurtured when the community has assembled. Members connected communally 
find opportunities to engage even beyond themselves into neighborhood undertakings or  
ecumenical efforts. 

 

 

 

Summary:   

 An SVD Missionary Parish would include promoting our prophetic dialogue and  
characteristic dimensions; BIBLE, MISSION ANIMATION, JPIC AND COMMUNICATION. 
‘Life’ (Vivat Deus) as our spirituality would define it wells up from inside, becoming visible 
from the outside.  
 

 Imagine the signs we might see from parishes pulsing with life or the humming energy we 
might feel if the spirit of vibrant parishes caught on, one to another, like a wildfire spreading 
across the land. 

 Brothers, I encourage you to read the SVD Document on ‘Becoming an SVD Missionary 
Parish’ and bring your experiences and thoughts to the Workshop in September.  



July Birthdays   
 
01-   Father Joseph Sai Tran,  

10-   Father Alfred Ayem,  

12-   Father Michael Moody,  

14-   Father Ryszard Zawadzki,  

31-   Father Justin Arockiasamy, 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 

Death Anniversaries   
 
10-    Father Vincent Theobald,   

15-    Father John La Bauve,  

17-    Father E. Harold Perry,  

18-    Father Peter de Boer,  

18-    Father Joseph D. Simon,  

21-    Father John Anthony Sheerin,  

24-    Father Gerald Lewis,  

28-    Father Arthur Winters,  

28-    Father Peter Smits, 

30-    Father Alvin Dixon,  


